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Keela Wee in Discovery
Bay might make things a
little easier. We had some
high-level brainstorming to
get done without everyday
office distractions, and there
seemed no better place for
us to convene than in the
islands themselves. The salt
air and the rum would loosen
our minds and our tongues,
respectively. Which, frankly,
could go either way.
Keela Wee is the best office
you could imagine: a twostory butter-yellow villa of
6,500 square feet, with plenty
of intimate nooks inside
and out — perfect spots for
people to gather or get away
from each other. Each of the
six bedrooms is unique and
elegant, but the two seaview upstairs rooms are, no
surprise, the most covetable,
with luxurious king-size beds
and Romeo and Juliet-style
balconies draped romantically in ﬂowering Pandora
vines that attract some very
territorial hummingbirds.
We took our meals in the
large dining room, which
was open to the sea breeze
on three sides. Eager to get
us into the island swing, our

Jamaican-bred senior editor
encouraged us to try ackee
and saltﬁsh for breakfast.
Afterward, we held conferences on the round wooden
deck, sheltered by a leafy
almond tree, and as we
worked, Keela Wee’s attentive staff of six made sure our
stomachs were never empty
and our drinks were never
warm. No sooner would we
set down a Red Stripe —
half-full or not — than butler
Tony would whisk it away
and replace it with another,
full and ice-cold.
During breaks in our
schedule, we took some time
to enjoy the lush property.
There were kayaks and
snorkeling gear for exploring the bay, staff-arranged
massages, a swimming pool,
a tennis court and loungers
set in sunny spots on the
wide lawn. From our petite
private beach, we snorkeled
past other villas and along the
ironshore coast, spotting blue
tangs and sergeants major
darting between the rocks
and a queen conch lolling on
the sandy bottom. The house
is close enough to Ocho Rios
for an easy road trip, so a

contingent of us stole away
for a morning at Dunn’s River
Falls, and lunches of local
jerk pork and chicken and
Jamaican patties were easily
arranged. Dinnertime was a
similarly casual, unobtrusive
affair; we ate outdoors by the
water, the only light coming
from candles on the tables
and lanterns hanging in the
almond trees.
The villa gave our group
plenty of privacy, as well as
the chance to spend time
together. A friendly staff made
the experience effortless, and
the villa’s intimate quarters
and incredible setting
encouraged us to approach
our work in ways not possible
in cubicles. There were no
Real World antics; no one got
voted off the island. We came,
we worked and we played. And
now that we’ve had a taste of
how sweet villa life can be, the
verdict’s unanimous: We’ll
be needing another staff villa
retreat next year.
— BECK Y STR AUS S
Keela Wee villa, from
$10,950 per week in low season ($11,950 high). 301-2294300; jamaicavillas.com
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